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INC: MAGLEV SPEAKER BOX DESIGN TO REDUCE SPEAKER RATTLING

Maglev speaker box Design to reduce speaker rattling

Abstract:
This innovation is that isolate speaker vibration to reduce the resonances of laptop chassis/components
by using maglev speaker box design.
Problems solved:
While the users are playing music or make an audio/video conference call via laptop computer built‐in
speakers, there might be rattling sound due to unexpected vibration of speaker box transfer to laptop
chassis/components. That results in bad user experience for end users.
This innovation is to resolve the rattling sound issue on the laptop by applying magnetic repulsive force
to speaker boxes and let speaker boxes keep a certain distance to laptop chassis without direct contact
so that it can isolate speaker vibration and won’t transfer vibration to chassis then could prevent rattling
sound.

Materials and product drawing:
Traditional speaker boxes mounted by screws and use rubbers/sponges to absorb vibration of speaker
but still transfer part of vibration to chassis result in rattling sound as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Speaker boxes mounted by screws (Prior Art)
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The solution is to utilize magnetic materials, effectively constrain speaker box to keep a certain distance
to the laptop chassis by magnetic repulsive in multi‐direction as shown in Figure 2. And Figure 3.
Magnetic materials include iron, silicon steel, nickel‐iron, moly permalloy, iron‐cobalt, ferrite, Co‐steels,
Alnico, platinum cobalt, SmCo, neodymium‐iron‐boron, cerium‐iron, SmFeN and MnBi.

Figure 2: Constrain speaker box by multiple pairs of magnets
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Figure 3: The polarity of the magnet pairs

Advantages of this disclosure:
1. Hold speaker box and maintain a certain distance to chassis by magnetic repulsion produced by
multiple pairs of magnets.
2. Isolate speaker vibration to prevent rattling sound when playing music on laptop via built‐in
speakers and get better user experience.

Disclosed by Shih-Hsun Huang, HP Inc.
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